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EXCAVATORS 

EXCAVATOR USE WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

No matter the scale of a construction project, excavators are one of the most popular and most used 
earthmoving vehicles across the globe. Featuring a bucket, an arm, a rotating cab with movable tracks, this 
machine is the right fit that provides superior digging power and mobility. With all these components, an 
excavator allows you to perform a variety of functions including digging, breaking holes to lifting waste, moving 
large objects, and excavating trenches. 

PARTS OF AN EXCAVATOR 
A typical excavator is made up of 2 basic parts i.e. a driving base and a small cab. The driving base is attached 
with a powerful boom arm with an attachment designed for excavating. In the other part is the operator’s cab 
that is connected to the base for controlling the arm. 

All excavators utilize the hydraulic force through its system to control the mechanical arm of the machine. Some 
excavators are tire mounted while some are crawler mounted for operating in difficult terrains. 

USES OF EXCAVATORS IN CONSTRUCTION 
Whether you’re working in a small house project or are working for the marine structure to place armors and 
large rocks; an excavator hire is handy for different types of maneuvering and earth moving. It is equally 
beneficial for mining, road construction, building construction, and various demolition works. 
Being a project manager, selecting the right kind of machinery is very crucial. As far as excavators are 
concerned, knowing about different types of excavators and their specific components, will allow you to use the 
best one for the right kind of job. 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TYPE OF EXCAVATOR 
Every construction project has different requirements and different scenarios, so it is very vital to select the right 
people and the right equipment for the success of the project. Any of your wrong selection will entirely take you 
off track. 

In a typical excavator, the component like boom, arm, hydraulic cylinder, and relevant attachments allows it to 
dig and hold debris while inside the cabin are specific controls that direct the functions of the excavator. 

Apart from the bucket, boom, grapples, and lamp; there are various hydraulic components inside excavators that 
offer numerous functionalities. Although different types of excavators can take different types of attachments 
the most common of all is the bucket. It’s a scoop that has jagged or teeth-like edges which facilitate digging 
with its scooping action. For the excavator to supply the power, hydraulic components take part. 

Another common type of attachment for mini excavator hire machinery is the breaker. It is capable of exerting 
thousands of pounds of force. With this, it is perfect for breaking tough surfaces such as stone or hardened 
concrete. 
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